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 MINUTE TO ALL YOU
WANT IN 2021 

How-to Guide
Things You Need

Your Quick Pick Checklist to Brighten Your Day
Your Daily Sheets

Your 2021 Manifest Your Best Positive Outcome Summary
Your 30 Day Letter
Your 90 Day Letter

Your 365 Day Letter 

Included is your:

 



TO GET STARTED
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How This All Works
This challenge is designed to refocus and realign your mindset to
easily achieve everything you want in 2021.

It is based on years and years of my learnings from so many
amazing mindset gurus and based heavily around the teachings
from Abraham Hicks, Ask &amp; It Is Given which has helped me to
develop a system for this challenge.

Consistency is key, so if at any time you lose your daily focus…then
simply go back to Day 1. This is your challenge, so it is up to you to
find what motivates and works for you and the length of daily time
you wish to spend.

As with everything the more you put in the more you get out.

I have my own analogy that I came up with and I use it every day,
so please feel free to use this as some groundwork.

Read the information below and Watch the Intro Video and video 1
explaining your daily sheets
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L. is for LOVE.
I try to focus daily on want I love to do, and what makes me
happy. I send love to myself and anyone and everything I come
in contact with.

I is for INVEST.

I invest time every day in my personal development and personal
space. I listen to, or
inspiring material, I meditate daily clearing my mind and look to
nature and amazing things which in turn send me WOW
moments every day.

F is for FOCUS.

I clearly focus on the positive things I want to achieve and
manifest. I don’t ever dwell on problems but focus on the solution
I want instead.

E is for EXPECT

If you truly believe, then you will achieve. There is no space for
doubt. Doubt is just wasted energy and blocks your focus. I look
at what I want to create and then expect it to happen…and it does
happen. The right people show up and the experiences I need to
take me further.

I Choose My L.I.F.E Every Day


